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OVERVIEW
In 2015, the ALERT® platform added a new Global Custodian Direct (GC Direct) workflow, automating the exchange of Standing
Settlement Instructions (SSIs) between a Custodian’s central repository and the ALERT host using dedicated ISO 20022 compliant
messages. This enhanced custodian/prime broker access enables the global custodian/prime broker to become the owner and
maintainer of the SSI data, effectively creating the “golden copy” within the ALERT platform.

KEY BENEFITS
■■

Improved data quality – SSIs will be sent from source of the
data – the custodian/prime broker.

■■

Validated settlement instructions – Market rules and
validations will be enforced through the ALERT platform,
which will reduce the risk of passing inaccurate or incomplete
instructions to clients.

■■

Simplified client onboarding – At account opening, clients will
request all settlement instructions through the ALERT
platform, then the custodian/prime broker will send the
instructions back to the ALERT host. This solution greatly

reduces the manual intervention required to provide
instructions to clients.
■■

Reduced manual effort, lowered operational costs and added
security – Automating the manual process of sending SSIs
by email will not only save all parties time, but also lower
their operational costs and add security by providing an
auditable trail.

■■

A new SSI message standard – Currently, there is no accepted
messaging standard in the industry to support all SSIs, this
initiative will establish that standard.

SWITCHING OVER TO
A GC DIRECT ACRONYM
Step 1: Buy side clients who have funds
linked to one of their own models today will
be able to switch over to a GC Direct
acronym very easily. Currently, Account
specific SSIs will have an “A” (see right)
and accounts linked to a Model will have an
“M”. To switch over, DTCC recommends
that buy side clients download the SSIs for
their fund in Excel first. When linking
accounts to a GC Direct acronym, all SSIs
from the prior account will be removed.
This is to ensure that the account is set
up with the markets that are truly open at
the custodian.
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Step 2: Once the current SSIs have been downloaded, the buy side client can change the Settlement Instruction Controller to the GC
Direct Acronym as supplied by their custodian/prime broker. The model name dropdown box will disappear and they will be mandated to add an account number at the Global Custodian. This will be the code that the custodian knows for this account.

Step 3: Once these details have been saved, the buy-side client will get the following message:

Step 4: A request is then sent to the GC Direct Custodian and SSIs should flow back in very soon afterwards. All markets that are
opened with the custodian will be returned. The buy side client still has the ability to add account specific SSIs, as long as this does
not match an existing Country-Security-Method combination that the custodian is managing as duplicates will no longer be allowed.
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